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To Whom It May 
Concern:

I recently made the decision 
to liquidate the major 

portion of my coin 
collection through Richard 

Nachbar. I was cognizant of 
his expertise and experience 

in the business. Richard 
gave me a significant initial 

check upon reviewing my 
coins (Greysheet Bid).

He speedily prepared them 
for liquidation  at the ANA’s

National Money Show in 
Atlanta. Yesterday, I 

received a significant 
second check as a follow up 

to the sale.

I was very satisfied with the 
professionalism and 

efficiency which Richard 
demonstrated in 

maximizing the prices 
realized upon sale.

Sincerely,

S.A., NY

“I WAS VERY

SATISFIED WITH

THE PR FESSI N-

ALISM AND

EFFICIENCY

WHICH RICHARD

DEM NSTRATED.”

O O

O
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  It’s November, and that means the 
Annual RNA Coin Show! 
  For 30+ years, the RNA Coin Show 
has been a labor of love by Bill Coe. He 
has had a lot of help over the years, but 
it is impossible to overstate how much 
of the load gets carried by Bill himself.  
It is also impossible to overstate how 
important the show is to the club – it is 
the sole reason that we have been able 
to continue and issue RNA Presidential 
Medals.  Coin show receipts, not dues, 

pay for the medals.  Thanks Bill! 
  While I’m thanking RNA patrons, I 
need to say thanks to Gerry Muhl for all 
the work he does. At a recent meeting, I 
asked for volunteers to plan for our 
2000th meeting celebration next 
summer. Gerry’s hand was the first to 
shoot up. That is in addition to all of his 
other RNA efforts, which include 
serving as assistant historian and 
assistant curator; community outreach 
efforts at schools, libraries and nursing 
homes; and writing articles and press 
releases for media. Thanks Gerry!  And 
thank you to Peter Blaisdell for agreeing 
to co-chair the 2000th meeting 
committee. 
  I’d also like to thank Richard Nachbar 
for his continued generosity and 
patronage of the RJNA. Thanks to 
previous donations, we were able to 
have the kids design and strike an RJNA 
medal last year. He followed that up 
with another cash donation at this year’s 
banquet, as well as the donation of 
numismatic material for the kids to 
enjoy. Thanks Richard!  
  Fiscal Responsibility. We continue 
to remain on budget and, thanks to 
donations from Gerry Muhl and Peter 
Blaisdell, we are building up some funds 
for the library. This continues to be a 
primary concern moving forward. 
  Last month I began highlighting some 
of the holdings in the RNA Collection. I 
would like to continue to do so. 
  Anyone who attended the October 5 
meeting got a glimpse of some of the 
Roman Republican coinage. I was 
impressed by some of the pieces, which 

are somewhat scarce. In total, there are 
approximately 120 different ancient 
pieces in the inventory, including 
Roman Republic, Roman Imperial, 
Roman Provincial, and a fair bit of 
Greek coinage, as well as some 
Byzantine material. 
  From the same period, the collection 
includes over 200 pieces of ancient 
Chinese coinage, extending through the 
Middle Ages. Some very interesting and 
unusual material is present in this area 
as well. 
  There is an interesting collection of 
Scottish coinage: approximately 50 coins 
dating from 1195 through 1692.  
  Among U.S. material, there are 
approximately 45 colonial coins and 
tokens. This material is spotty and 
includes some copies as well as original 
material. But it does include Nova 
Constellation and Fugio cents, a Rosa 
Americana 2 pence, three Nova 
Caesarea cents, a Pine Tree 6 pence and 
an Oak Tree 2 pence. There are 
Vermont, Maryland, Kentucky, New 
Jersey, New York, Connecticut, 
Massachusetts and Rhode Island cent or 
half-cent coins and tokens. It is an 
interesting starter set and deserves 
closer scrutiny. 
  The U.S. collection includes several 
dozen Washingtonia medals dating from 
the late 18th century up through the 
early 20th century. There is some 
reasonable value in this section of the 
collection, although it is far from 
complete. 
  As you can see, there is tremendous 
diversity in the collection, although all 
sub-collections are quite spotty with 
regard to completeness, with the 
possible exception of the U.S. type set.     
  The board is beginning to discuss a 
mission statement for the collection, 
and we continue to ask for your input.  
It’s your club and your collection. 
  My starting point for these discussions 
was the following: “The RNA Coin 
Collection strives to maintain a premiere 
pre-1950 U.S. Type Set, the preservation  

continued on page 7 
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TALES OF ANCIENT NUMISMATICS 

East Meets West in Siscia Mule 
    

By Chip Scoppa 
  Have you ever heard of a “mule?” In the language of coins, 
a mule is a mismatch of obverse and reverse dies, producing a 
coin of not quite this type nor quite that type, but a mix, a 
hybrid. I would assume this coin term came about because of 
the animal mule, a match of a horse and an ass. The product 
is not a true horse, nor a true ass, but a mule.  Now you ask, 
what is this “East meets West,” and why is it called the Siscia 
Mule? Let’s take the last first: it is called Siscia because that is 
the city where it was minted. East and West comes from the 
two parts of the Roman Empire and how each part of the 
Empire is represented 
on this hybrid coin. I 
heard a good joke the 
other day about coin 
collectors, and it 
illustrates how 
important this type of 
mix-up is to the 
numismatic pursuit. It 
goes something like 
this: “How do the three 
words Donkey, Jack-
Ass and Mule relate to 
a coin collector? A coin collector will pass up a donkey, but 
would be a jack-ass to pass up a mule.”  
  In AD 289, the Roman Empire was co-ruled by two 
Augusti. Diocletian was reigning in the East, and Maximian 
was reigning in the West, and that combination made up the 
entire empire. Each of these rulers had a patron. Diocletian 
was the senior Augustus and chose the senior patron Jupiter, 
while Maximian was the more militant and chose Hercules, a 
well-known strongman, as his patron. Each part of the 
empire was also known by the names of these patrons. The 
East was called the “House of Jupiter,” and the West was 
called the “House of Hercules.” It was decided that a series 
of coins was to be made that honored each ruler with each 
patron. Siscia was chosen as the Imperial Mint to make these 
coins. For some unknown reason, the names of the Latin 
patrons were spelled in Greek characters and divided among 
three Officina of this mint to be included on the coins. Each 
ruler had a coin from each officina with his likeness on the 
obverse, and the image of his likeness together with that of 
his patron on the reverse. The reverse legend is the same for 
all of these coins, CONSERVATOR AVGG. The double G 
in the abbreviation for Augusti signifies that two rulers were 
in power together. More on the subject of coded coins can be 
found on a Web page authored by Doug Smith. In AD 289 
and 290, the practice of making these coded coins continued.  
Sometime within this time frame, at the third officina, better 
known as the “Gamma” Officina, coins for both Diocletian 

and Maximian were made. A mistake happened, and dies 
from both emperors got mixed up and used together. This 
mistake at Siscia blended East and West and produced a 
remarkable coin.   
  As we try to attribute this coin, we see four facts: 1) it is a 
radiated bust; 2) of Maximian; 3) it is CONSERVATOR 
AVGG; and 4) there is an XXI in exergue. All four of these 
facts help us to start determining the attribution.  
  First, the XXI and the radiate tell us that we are working 
with an Antoninianus that is in the Pre-Diocletian Reform 
period and is not a Post Reform Radiate, so we know that it 

was struck prior to 
AD 294-6, the 
Diocletian Reform. 
This dating is key to 
know which volume 
of Roman Imperial 
Coinage (RIC) to look 
in for referencing this 
coin. We are correct 
to look in volume V 
and not in volume VI.  
  Next, we see the 
reverse legend, and it 

is CONSERVATOR AVGG, which is a common legend for 
both Diocletian and Maximian during this time period. A 
closer look reveals that the obverse reads IMP C M A VAL 
MAXIMIANUS P F AVG and is listed as a standard 
obverse legend by the #2 designation for Maximian in the 
RIC listing. The bust is also one of the standard busts and is 
denoted by an F. This obverse legend, bust type and reverse 
legend all are listed in Volume V, Part II under RIC-580 of 
Maximian. We must now examine the reverse scene and see if 
we can get a match with the description listed under the 
entry. The descriptions for the CONSERVATOR AVGG 
coins of Maximian all seem to have the pairing of Maximian 
and Hercules with a club. This is where the plot thickens.  
The reverse for this coin is expected to be one of Maximian, 
and if it were from the Gamma Officina, we would expect to 
see a Gamma somewhere on the reverse, either in one of the 
fields or in the exergue. We do find a Gamma, and are 
satisfied that we have a coin from that workshop.   
  Our coin depicts two figures, but neither of them has a club. 
One figure we see is a nude male with a scepter. This is when 
some detective works needs to begin. We know that 
Maximian’s co-ruler also has coins with this legend and shows 
two figures on the reverse. Of course, the other figure is 
Jupiter and not Hercules. Now we have solved part of the 
problem, but we need to go further to truly identify this coin. 
Looking for other markings, we see the BI with some pellets 
in the exergue, along with the standard XXI that we noted 
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before. We find listed in RIC under Diocletian a few coins 
that would be correct if the obverses were that of Diocletian.  
Without the Diocletian legend or bust on the obverse, we are 
narrowed down to a variant of Diocletian, RIC 263, with the 
same reverse style, but it is not with a listing of the exergue 
that we have. The extra pellet at the end of the lettering is not 
listed on any of the exergue groupings. We have attributed 
this coin as a mule, with obverse of Maximian RIC 580 and 
reverse a variant of Diocletian RIC 263. 
  When a question was posed in the IDENTIFICATION 
section of the Forvm’s bulletin board about a coin that could 
not be identified, I did a similar process, only with a few 
shortcuts. Being familiar with the “Coded Series” (see Doug 
Smith’s page on the subject), I knew that the Gamma coin in 

the Maximian part of the series should have had a “ΛI”, but 
as soon as I saw the “BI” I knew right where to look, under 
Diocletian, and I was certain that we were working with 
mixed dies. I then 
responded to the question 
with the thought that it 
was a “coded mule” along 
with an offer to give it a 
“good home” in my 
Coded Coin Collection. 
Later, others (including 
Doug Smith, I was told) 
came up with the same 
thoughts and confirmed 
my suspicions.  
 Shortly after the owner 
figured out that the coin 
was truly a mule, he put it 
up for bid on eBay with 
an excellent prose passage 
introducing it. I will quote 
his introduction: 
 “What is special about this coin? ... Everything!!! In the years between 
286 and 296 the Siscia mint issued a special series of Antoniniani 
associating Diocletian and Maximian with the Gods. Maximian with 
Hercules and Diocletian with Jupiter. The mint was divided into three 
workshops and each produced coins and included in the exergue 1third of 
the name of the appropriate God. As if this is not interesting enough. It 
gets better. This coin has the Obverse of Maximian but the reverse 
clearly belongs to Diocletian, and should be the third portion of his series. 
The coin reverse depicts Jupiter and Diocletian instead of Maximian and 
Hercules, and the letters in the exerque BI would be the third portion of 
IOBI, Greek for Jupiter. What does all this mean? Well in a nutshell: 
A mintworker errantly grabbed an unmatched set of dies and struck a 
few coins that made it into circulation before realizing his error. And 
what we now have is a very rare coin with a mismatched obverse and 
reverse. Great coin, VF+, well centered, Beautiful portrait, Super 
reverse, Full sharp crystal clear legends, and an attractive smooth, dark 
brown patina. All this and extremely rare to boot!   
 Partway through the auction I ran across a passage in RIC 
that says, “Though each emperor specially honoured his own patron, yet 
his colleague’s special protector was occasionally included in his 
workshop.” At first this bothered me, but then I thought about 

how the use of the other’s patron in other types, such as 
Jupiter with Maximian in a reverse legend style of 
CLEMENT or CLEMENTIA TEMP, was listed at Siscia,  
and other cases at different mints, where Hercules was used 
by Diocletian and Jupiter was used by Maximian. Finding 
these other uses of the colleague’s patron made me feel more 
at ease that it was still a mule we were dealing with and not 
something that was planned. On the other hand, I have 
recently communicated with another collector who has a coin 
similar to the “SISCIA MULE.”  
 Are these two coins from the same blunder? It will be 
interesting to compare the coins to see if it can be determined 
if they came from the same dies. There are also cases of the 
noncoded coins with the CONSERVATOR AVGG legend, 
in which the patron of the colleague was depicted. This 
collector pointed out to me that the occurrences always seem 
to happen in the “Gamma” Officina. Every time we start 

finding common 
occurrences happening in 
one location, we study 
them. We learn more 
about the past and what 
went on during that time 
period. It will be of great 
value to gather as much 
information about this 
time period within the 
third officina of the Siscia 
mint. Perhaps we can 
unwrap at least some of 
the “veil of mystery” 
associated with this series 
of ancient coins using that 
information. 
 As luck would have it, I 
“corralled” the mule. Even 

before I had the “critter” in my hands, I had the thought of 
having David Sear provide his authenticating services on this 
special coin. I was so excited that I had an official check cut 
by our bank waiting for this coin to arrive in the mail, so I 
could send both out as quickly as possible to David’s ACCS 
firm for accrediting and to pay for the fee. Here is a short 
quote from the Certificate of Authenticity provided to me by 
David Sear:  
 “This variety of an Antoninianus of Maximian is attributed to the 
mint of Siscia (modern Sisak in Croatia) and belongs to the joint reign 
of Diocletian and Maximian, prior to the elevation in AD 293 of the 
junior members of the Tetrarchy. The reverse celebrates Jupiter as the 
Conservator (“preserver and protector”) of the two Augusti, a type which 
normally appears on the coinage issued in the name of Diocletian 
(Maximian’s equivalent type shows his special guardian deity, Hercules). 
The mint artisans appear to have made an error in striking a coin with 
this die combination, but the mistake was not detected before this 
example went into circulation.” 

•  •  • 
  Contact the author at cscoppa@rochester.rr.com for source notes 
and an expanded version of this article, with a checklist of the 
“Nickname” series of Maximian and Diocletian. 
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The RNA’s 34th Annual Coin Show and Sale 
Saturday, November 4 – 10AM to 5 PM - Sunday, November 5 – 10 AM to 4 PM 

RMSC Eisenhart Auditorium, 657 East Avenue 
 

by William D. Coe 
Coin Show Committee Chairman 

   You don’t have to travel all the way to Milwaukee or 
Orlando to find out what a big coin show is like. In just a few 
days, you’ll get to experience a bourse floor and exhibits right 
here in town, just one floor above our usual meeting room, as 
the RNA presents its 34th annual Coin Show and Sale, one of 
the largest annual shows in our region. 
   The Coin Show Committee hopes that every RNA member 
will take advantage of this opportunity to visit several coin 
and stamp dealers at one location.  
  It is a very efficient way to find just that right item you are 
looking for. You can actually hold and see each item to 
evaluate it without the need to send it back and forth in the 
mails. Likewise, if 
you have items to 
dispose of, the 
transaction can 
take place right 
there without 
complications. 
 

Help Your Club 
 

  Since the show is 
a club project, it is 
expected that as 
many members as 
possible will 
participate in its 
presentation. 
Actually, you will 
find that it is a very 
rewarding 
experience. You 
will have the 
opportunity to rub 
elbows with the dealers and expand your knowledge in many 
numismatic areas. Also, it will give you a chance to work with 
and get to know the other members better. Several types of 
activity and many time frames are available. Over the years, 

the RNA has thrived because of this type of fellowship.  
 

Present a Display 
 

You are encouraged to develop a display to enter in the 
Exhibit Contest. At stake is the prestigious Alphonse Kolb 
“Best of Show” award. It is a beautiful plaque that you can be 
proud to display.  
   Please see Gerry Muhl or John Zabel to arrange for the 
cases you will need. Also, check with them if you want some 
pointers on how to present your exhibit. 
   And be sure to visit the exhibit area on the stage to see what 
John’s displaying from the club’s own collection! 
 

RNA Goodies 
 

    Be sure to check at the front table for RNA items you 
might still need 
for your 
collection. We’ll 
also have extra 
copies of the 
RNA News and 
information 
about the club – 
as well as a table 
for our friends 
from the 
Rochester 
Philatelic 
Association – to 
help newcomers 
to numismatics 
learn how to 
become more 
involved with 
“the Hobby of 
Kings.” 

   The Coin Show and Sale is a great way to get new collectors 
involved in the hobby, so be sure to invite anyone who might 
be interested in coins and stamps to come, meet our dealers 
and members, and see what numismatics is all about! 
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LIFE MEMBER ANA – RNA – FUN
ridgecns@aol.com
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585-342-8206 – 2064 East Ridge Rd., Rochester, NY 14622

MICHAEL OMELUCH, Professional Numismatist

 

 
RJNA members show off their newly-struck medals at the 2005 Coin Show 



President’s Message 
continued from page 7 
 

of RNA medallic history and Rochester, NY medals and 
tokens. These items are held for the purpose of educating the 
community about the history of coinage in America and the 
history of trade and commerce in Rochester.” 
  I cannot emphasize strongly enough my belief that much of 
the collection should be sold to bolster the remaining pieces 
of the collection. However, I equally believe that it is not 
solely my decision to make, and that my preference for the 
collection isn’t relevant. I have no desire to impose my 
preferences on the collection. In fact, I personally have little 
interest in U.S. type – everybody collects that.   
  My proposed mission statement reflects what I thought 
might be acceptable to the majority of the club. A case can be 
made that the collection should represent the history of 
coinage, and therefore represent all periods and multiple 
regions. The collection could become more highly specialized 
by collecting just 18th- and 19th-century U.S. copper, or maybe 
even just colonial copper. The club collection could specialize 
on ancients, or Roman Imperial, or Roman Republic. The 
narrower the collection, the more impressive it could be. 
  The decision belongs to all of us. So please let your voices be 
heard. We can also choose to do nothing, but that should be a 
choice based on what we desire for the collection, not simply 
the path of least resistance. I personally have no interest in the 
collection as a simple memorial to the club’s own past. We 
can seize this discussion as an opportunity to dedicate 
ourselves to making the collection a growing, vibrant narrative 
of some aspect of numismatics.   

Steve Lanzafame 
   
We will hold the next board meeting at 7 p.m. on 
November 2 in the Eisenhart building, prior to the 
regular Thursday meeting. 
 
Please complete the following survey. Answers may be sent via 
phone (585-288-1932), email (unpub@aol.com) or by mail (PO 
Box 10056, Rochester NY 14610). 
 

  1. I believe   
  A. The collection should be left as it is – nothing should be 
sold. 
  B. The entire collection should be sold. 
  C. Some consolidation of the collection is acceptable. 
  D. Whatever the RNA Board decides is fine with me. 

 

  If you answered A or B to Question 1, that is all we need to 
know. If you answered C or D, please take a moment to complete 
the rest of the survey. 
 

2. The following things should definitely not be in the future club 
collection: 
       A. Modern U.S. proof and mint sets 
       B. Modern U.S. commemoratives 

C. 18th- and 19th -century U.S. Type coins 

D. 20th-century U.S. Type coins 
E. Rochester tokens and medals 
F. All U.S. Type coins 
G. U.S. Medals 
H. U.S. Civil War Tokens 
I. U.S. Hard Times Tokens 
J. Other U.S. tokens. 
K. Washingtonia 
L. U.S. Colonial coins and currency 
M. Non-U.S. proof and mint sets. 
N. Canadian issues 
O. British Commonwealth issues 
P. Asian issues 

         Q. Russian material 
R. Ancient Roman and Greek coinage 
S. Ancient Chinese coinage 
T. Medieval European coinage 
U. Medieval Chinese coinage 
V. Any coin worth more than $50 
W. Any coin worth less than $50 
X. Any coin worth less than $10 
Y. Any coin worth less than $1 
Z. Paper money 
 

  3. The following things should definitely remain in the club 
collection: 
       A. Modern U.S. proof and mint sets 
       B. Modern U.S. commemoratives  
       C. 18th- and 19th -century U.S. Type coins 
       D. 20th-century U.S. Type coins 
       E. Rochester tokens and medals 
       F. All U.S. Type coins 
       G. U.S. Medals 
       H. U.S. Civil War Tokens 
       I. U.S. Hard Times Tokens 
       J. Other U.S. tokens. 
       K. Washingtonia 
       L. U.S. Colonial coins and currency 
       M. Non-U.S. proof and mint sets. 
       N. Canadian issues 
       O. British Commonwealth issues 
       P. Asian issues 
       Q. Russian material 
       R. Ancient Roman and Greek coinage 
       S. Ancient Chinese coinage 
       T. Medieval European coinage 
       U. Medieval Chinese coinage 
       V. Any coin worth more than $50 
       W. Any coin worth less than $50 
       X. Any coin worth less than $10 
       Y. Any coin worth less than $1 
       Z. Paper money 
               

  4. If I were to craft a mission statement for the club collection, 
it would be:
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The Calendar November-December 

• Thursday November 2 – 8 PM – RNA Meeting: Gerry Muhl speaks about “US-made Mexican Coins.” A board meeting 
will precede the regular meeting; all members are welcome! 

• Saturday/Sunday November 4 & 5 – The RNA’s 34th Annual Coin Show and Sale Details on page 6! 

• Thursday November 16–  8 PM – RNA Meeting: Scott Fybush presents “Radio & TV on Coins” 

• Thursday December 7–  8 PM – RNA Meeting: Steve Eisinger talks about “The Great Silver Caper of 1979-1980” 

• Thursday December 21– 8 PM – RNA Meeting: Holiday Auction 

• Additional 2006-2007 RNA Meetings: Jan. 4, Jan. 18, Feb. 1, Feb. 15, Mar. 1, Mar. 15, Apr. 5, Apr. 19, May 3, May 17, 
Jun. 7, Jun. 21 

 
Regular RNA meetings are held on the first and third Thursdays of every month, except July and August, at the Eisenhart Auditorium of the 

Rochester Museum & Science Center, 657 East Avenue. Enter through the Eisenhart or Gannett School doors and follow the signs 
downstairs to our lower-level meeting room. All are welcome! Call Dave Gottfried at 738-0908 if you need a ride or directions. 

 

RJNA meetings are held in either the ballroom of the Eisenhart Auditorium building or an upstairs classroom at the Gannett School; follow 
the signs posted on the building’s doors or call Steve Lanzafame at 288-1932 for more information. 

The Calendar welcomes meeting notices from other area clubs. Send them to rnanews@fybush.com or PO Box 10056, Rochester NY 14610. 
 

 The RNA Coin Show – November 4 & 5!  
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